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Prabhat Singh obtained his B.Tech. degree in Civil Engineering from IIT Kanpur in
1980.
He has spent more than 36 years in the hydro carbon sector. He has had very
illustrious career with Maharatna PSUs and MNCs, dispersed evenly with
quintessential achievements. He has made a pivotal contribution in
conceptualization of policy of gas pooling for power and fertilizer sectors which has
been successfully implemented by the Government of India. As Chairman of the
Board of Directors of RGPPL (erstwhile Dabhol), he commissioned the 5 MMTPA
LNG re-gasification terminal at Ratnagiri.
Since Sept 2015, Mr Prabhat Singh is serving as Managing Director & Chief
Executive Officer of Petronet LNG Limited (PLL), a joint venture company of GAIL,
ONGC, BPCL and IOCL. In this short period, there have been several notable
accomplishments that can be attributed to the professional skills of Mr Prabhat
Singh.
Mr Prabhat Singh is attributed to have given to India the world's longest exclusive
LPG pipeline from concept to commissioning. His recent efforts have benefited the
Indian economy on a very large scale, through the re-negotiation of the price
formula for long term gas contract with Ras Gas Qatar in Nov-Dec 2015 and his
efforts have found a loud mention in the speech of the Prime Minister on
Independence Day August 15, 2016. He has also ushered into the country the
concept of common carrier open access principle for pipeline capacity utilization
which has become the regulatory norm today in the country. He has been
instrumental in creating a Make in India opportunity for boosting the domestic
shipping industry for manufacturing LNG ships.
Mr Prabhat Singh has authored a very unique chapter in Corporate Social
Responsibility. Petronet has recently signed an agreement Petronet Kashmir Super
30 with the Indian Army for providing coaching to the underprivileged youth of
Kashmir for entrance examination for IITs/NITs/IIITs and other state Government
Colleges.

The Distinguished Alumnus Award–2016 of IIT Kanpur is being conferred upon Mr
Prabhat Singh for his professional excellence in running an important PSU sector
efficiently and effectively.

